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From stone age to today  man worshipped bull as a sacred animal in most part of the 
world, western or eastern. Humans considered  bull  as a symbol of courage and strength 
ever since the cave man began depicting  wild bull on the walls of their  caves. 

Mesopotamia, Egypt, Crete and Indus valley to mention a few, all  have  the bull as their 
sacred symbol. We all knew Shiva’s steed is  Nandi  and we come across bull sculptures in 
various sisez and materials  all across our country.

Artists from time immemorial  was  inspired by the shape and figure of the bull. Many 
modern masters have depicted bull in their  own  ways  in sculptures  and paintings. 
Picasso is probably the best examples of an artist who have brought out the strength and 
character of the bull through countless artistic creations. 

Using  a simple  seat and the handle bar of a bicycle he created one of the most 
sensational and legendary sculptures of the modern times-the ‘bull’s head’. 

Some of our own artists of contemporary  era  have created many works of art on the 
theme of bull. Sunil Das perhaps is one of the artists who have extensively painted bull all 
through his illustrious artistic career. So much so his name has become  synonymous  with   
bull. Lot of younger generation  artists  have  followed  and attempted this theme in  their 
career. 

Young Sujith Kumar is one who seems to be inspired by the theme of bull and have done 
extensive works in this direction.  His latest solo show is exclusively dedicated to the 
theme   ‘Bull’.
It is possible  to  trace  his inspiration to Sunil Das,  yet Sujith  has found his own direction 
and  method to bring this theme alive in their multifarious incarnations on his canvases, 
some of them large.  

It has to be said to his credit that his technique  and approach is very individualistic and he 
has  succeeded in many works to bring out an engaging  style and direction of his own that 
promise  an emerging artist of  substance. 

Yusuf Arakkal
11.10.2013



THE BULL
An Aesthetics of anxiety

‘Painting is not done to decorate apartments.  
It is an instrument of war’                                                                        

             - Pablo Picasso

The bull is the universal image, one can see the bull perceived visually since pre-
historic period.  The puranic visual literality also illustrate the glory of the bull1.  We can 
find the imagery of bull in an European and Indian context of rock art tradition2.  We know 
that the cave paintings were all about ‘Sympathetic magic’3.  In the earlier days of ancient 
ritualistic sensibility the never ending deadly confrontation of ‘man and bull’ continued 
even today.  Most of the artists perceived this sensibility vividly through the ages.  The 
Psychological context of motivations also nervated their perceptions.  We can feel this in 
the bulls of primitive painters to Picasso to Sujith Kumar Mandya.  Hence an anxiety of 
influence is always there. 

The bulls of Sujith Kumar express the inner anguish of contemporary techno 
human mind.   Here the bull is perceived as metaphorical aesthetics of an anxious mind.  
These mysterious paintings are a spectacle of hurt, shocked, violent, revolting bull’s 
artistry and symbolism.

The focused images of ‘THE BULL’ that sparks Sujithkumar’s paintings absorbed 
the human characteristics surrealistically.  The bull; the beast of power and ardor is 
charged with abundant feelings dramatically articulated in the deconstructed frame.   
Sujithkumar’s anxious bull multiplied with an amalgamation of the primitive and 
contemporaneous sensibilities meditatively. 

October 2013                                                                   - K. V. Subramanyam
                             Visual Art historian 

NOTES :

1.  Meditation on Vrushabha (Bull) as described in the shaivagama Dharma appears in the 
form of Shiva

                                                                                                                   - Mummadi Krishnaraja Wodeyar (1794-1868 A.D.)
                                                                                                          In Shivanidhi of Sritattvanidhi.

2. Salon of the bulls at Lascaux near Montignac, France, C. 18000 B.C. Also at Bhimbedka near 
Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh.  Here Benakal, Chikkaramapura, Mallapura, Billamarayana Gudda,
Maski, Kuppagallu in Karnataka, and recently discovered Raya Durga rock shelter in Andhra
Pradesh and many other prehistoric sites. 

3. Hunting is a skill, some times dangerous activity.  What if the process could be made easier
by art?  French archaeologist Abbe Henri Breuil (1877-1961), made this suggestion the basis
for his theory that cave paintings were all about ‘Sympathetic magic’. 



Beauty in the beast

“...this bull is a bull and this horse is a horse....If you give meaning to certain things in my 
paintings it may be very true, but it is not my idea to give this meaning. What ideas and 
conclusions you have got, I obtained too, but instinctively, unconsciously. I make the 
painting for the painting. I paint the objects for which they are.”
                                                 

                                                                                      -Pablo Picasso
                                                                                   While quoting on his work ‘Guernica’

From the time immemorial artists have been trying to find out their own imagery which 
suits to express their inner world. In the process many have taken refuge in the bull’s 
image. Starting from thousands of years ago cavemen from Lascaux, Minoan Art to 
present day, this enduring image has not lost its lustre and expressive powers. In our times 
Picasso, Sunil Das and many such big names in the art world have also surrendered to this 
Bull Power. In continuation of the same Bull is taking a ride on many younger artists even 
now. Young and promising artist Mr Sujithkumar is one among them.

For this mammoth exhibition (in real sense, said to be first of this kind on one particular 
image) this artist has sincerely tried to explore the different angles of the Bull’s body, 
wherein beauty and the beast are intertwined.  Though reminiscent of many such images 
in the past, this has not lacking in its uniqueness. So stylised single version of this beast 
directly takes centre stage of the pictorial space in almost all these works. Obsessed with 
beast’s rock like physical body, his concern here is to capture that solidity of body and its 
moving inner strength, which is explicit in his repetitive selections of the same form. These 
works may not tell any story, but impact us through simple, but bold forms. That means 
here form becomes the message.

Though in general sense the image of the bull has many brutal negative connotations in 
the art world including virility, this young artist negates that and in turn tries to glorify the 
same, which is evident in his stylisation, colouring and total handling of the subject. True 
to the spirit of Bull, naturally black colour dominates and other colours are used minimally 
for the main image. Contrasting colour around the positive space also draws and brings 
back the attention of the viewers to the solid bull.  Free flowing, energetic brush paints the 
rustic vibrant colours transporting them in to a visual poetry. Fluid lines and solid forms 
are perfectly harmonised to evoke a sense of aesthetic satisfaction, wherein speeding 
forceful lines around also contributes. By visually taming the bulls Mr Sujith has captured 
and imprisoned them in frames, which are struggling to come out. These attractive images 
may evoke many different meanings, at the same time I would like to remind you to look in 
the light of what Picasso has said on Guernica. In a nutshell, In these rhetoric depictions, 
monster has been prettified, which we all love it.   

                                                                                             C S Krishna Setty
                                                                                                Artist and art critic



He captures the momentum of life
P Sudhakaran

Last time, when we met, Sujith Kumar was highly vocal about his obsession with the cycles 
and auto rickshaws in Mysore which was the creative inspiration for his solo show in 2010, 
‘Invisible Greens’.

“When an image strike me, it haunts me like anything and I keep on drawing the same with 
all my vigour till I reach a saturation point and another image captures my attention,” he 
said. Proving that true the young artist who has understood the alchemy of drawings is 
back with another series – this time the bull, with all its fighting spirit and masculinity, 
literally.

The energy of the bull race and the masculine attributes have always fascinated the 
writers and painters globally, from the likes of Ernest Hemingway and Frederico Garcia 
Lorca to Goya, Picasso and the much younger Eric Fischl.

Hemingway even wrote a novel, ‘The Sun Also Rises’ on the subject based on Pamplona’s 
annual fiesta of San Fermin, while Lorca immortalized the ‘religious drama’ of bull fight in 
his poems as well as drawings. However, for them the bull fight always had an element of 
death and violence.

“The only place where you could see life and death, i.e., violent death now that the wars 
were over, was in the bull ring and I wanted very much to go to Spain where I could study it. 
I was trying to learn to write, commencing with the simplest things, and one of the 
simplest things of all and the most fundamental is violent death,” wrote Hemingway.

However, here Sujith deliberately keeps away from the element of fighting and death 
though the bull is in various postures of fighting spirit. He is all alone and there is no torero 
or matador, and hence no death.

Unlike the previous series, here the feeling of momentum is much higher as the bull in 
these compositions never stands still. It’s always on the move with a target in sight’ an 
invisible one though. At the same time the surreal background of these paintings link it 
with the previous series in their curiously bright semitransparent colour composition. The 
only suggestion of the urban landscape is the way the pavements and electric posts are 
symbolized.

Interestingly, here the artist never goes into the minute details of the bull figure; he is 
rather concerned about the postures of the black fighter that’s literally running amok in an 
invisible landscape or even a crowded street as was seen in his earlier works too. It is not 
the form that fascinates him, confesses the artist. “For me form is secondary; what I am 
more concerned is the line,” he asserts. And to understand clearly as to what he said, one 
should look at his drawings.

Naturally, when we see the bull paintings of any Indian artist, we will naturally be tempted 
to connect it with legendary Sunil Das, as was the case of M F Hussain for horses. Here also 



there is a Sunil Das connection in these works, unintentionally though, especially when it 
comes to the drawings. But the artist brilliantly sheds off that resemblance with the 
intertwined lines and the surreal background. If for Sunil Das it is the form that concerns, it 
is the vigor of the movement that fascinates Sujith and the form just evolves from the 
lines. 

But the bull we see here has an international context because it is not the ones that 
wander along the Indian streets that charm this artist. It has descended from the 
bullfighting rings of Spain that provoked his creative imagination. And this Spanish scene 
was immortalized the best by none other than Pablo Picasso who did many series of 
drawings on the bull, and even a mesmerizing sculpture of bull head using a cycle seat and 
handle.

Among those works, two series worth mentioning here. The first is a series of 14 drawings 
on bull fight, done in 1960, that apparently celebrates the victory of man over the beast. 
Here Picasso depicts the entire scenario with simple drawings and suggestions that are 
minimalistic in nature.

When it comes to the next set of works, a series of lithographs done much earlier, in 1945, 
this minimalistic approach is much more evident. It is an example of how the artist 
dissects a form to analyse its spirit, which is also a journey from the academic study to the 
abstract.

In the final print of the series, Picasso reduces the bull to just an outline, where he reaches 
through the progressive development of each image. Even in this abstraction the artist 
captures the essence of the creature in all its vigour.

If you ask Sujith what is the bull all about for him, he will say a bull is a bull, which entered 
his frames with all its dynamism like any other image. And this is what Picasso also said in 
response to the debates on the horses and bulls in works: “…this bull is a bull and this 
horse is a horse… If you give a meaning to certain things in my paintings it may be very 
true, but it is not my idea to give this meaning.”

This comment is true for Sujith too who just gets obsessed with an image and translates it 
into various forms to his heart’s content where interpretation has no scope. And that 
fascination is all about the momentum of life – be it the cycle, bull or human form’.

(Sudhakaran is an art critic and journalist. Email: psudhakaran@gmail.com)



Title : Bull - 01, Size : 36” x 48”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2011 Title : Bull - 11, Size : 21” x 28”, Media : Oil on oil paper, Year : 2011

Title : Bull - 02, Size : 48” x 36”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2011



Title : Bull - 41, Size : 60” x 80”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013

Title : Bull - 09, Size : 12” x 12”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2011 Title : Bull - 38, Size : 19” x 19”, Media : Oil on oil paper, Year : 2011



Title : Bull - 42, Size : 60” x 36”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013

Title : Bull - 43, Size : 60” x 60”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013



Title : Bull - 44, Size : 60” x 72”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013



Title : Bull - 47, Size : 72” x 72”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013



Title : Bull - 45, Size : 36” x 36”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013

Title : Bull - 48, Size : 60” x 36”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013



Title : Bull - 46, Size : 60” x 72”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013
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Title : Bull - 85, Size : 24” x 24”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013

Title : Bull - 84, Size : 24” x 24”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013



Title : Bull Drawing - 124, Size : 60” x 48”, Media : Charcoal on canvas , Year : 2013

Title : Bull Drawing - 121, Size : 72” x 48”, Media : Charcoal on canvas , Year : 2013



Title : Bull Drawing - 123, Size : 60” x 60”, Media : Charcoal on canvas , Year : 2013

Title : Bull Drawing - 122, Size : 60” x 36”, Media : Charcoal on canvas , Year : 2013



Title : Bull - 51, Size : 48” x 72”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013



Title : Bull - 50, Size : 48” x 48”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013

Title : Bull - 56, Size : 60” x 48”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013



Title : Bull - 54, Size : 24” x 24”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013

Title : Bull - 57, Size : 30” x 30”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013



Title : Bull - 53, Size : 36” x 48”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013



Title : Bull - 55, Size : 60” x 80”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013



Title : Bull - 52, Size : 48” x 60”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013

Title : Bull - 73, Size : 30” x 48”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013

Title : Bull - 63, Size : 48” x 72”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013 Title : Bull - 62, Size : 36” x 36”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013



Title : Bull - 59, Size : 72” x 72”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013



Title : Bull - 58, Size : 48” x 48”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013



Title : Bull - 61, Size : 60” x 60”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013



Title : Bull - 64, Size : 60” x 48”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013

Title : Bull - 60, Size : 48” x 30”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013



Title : Bull - 65, Size : 48” x 60”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013



Title : Bull - 67, Size : 36” x 48”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013



Title : Bull - 66, Size : 30” x 30”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013



Title : Bull - 68, Size : 30” x 30”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013

Title : Bull - 72, Size : 30” x 48”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013



Title : Bull - 69, Size : 72” x 48”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013

Title : Bull - 74, Size : 48” x 48”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013



Title : Bull - 75, Size : 36” x 60”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013



Title : Bull Drawing - 115, Size : 23” x 21”, 
Media : Charcoal on canvas , Year : 2012

Title : Bull Drawing - 117, Size : 23” x 21”, 
Media : Charcoal on canvas , Year : 2012

Title : Bull Drawing - 116, Size : 48” x 48”, Media : Charcoal on canvas , Year : 2012

Title : Bull - 102, Size : 72” x 48”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013



Title : Bull - 108, Size : 69” x 34”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013

Title : Bull - 112, Size : 72” x 60”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013



Title : Bull - 100, Size : 12” x 12”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013

Title : Bull - 98, Size : 12” x 12”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013

Title : Bull - 99, Size : 12” x 12”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013

Title : Bull - 103, Size : 12” x 18”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013



Title : Bull Drawing - 88, Size : 17” x 17”, 
Media : Pencil on paper , Year : 2011

Title : Bull Drawing - 113, Size : 28” x 48”, 
Media : Pencil on paper , Year : 2012

Title : Bull Drawing - 110, Size : 20” x 36”, 
Media : Pencil on paper , Year : 2012

Title : Bull Drawing - 120, Size : 18” x 18”, 
Media : Charcoal on canvas , Year : 2013



Title : Bull - 90, Size : 48” x 48”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013

Title : Bull - 89, Size : 18” x 18”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013 Title : Bull - 91, Size : 18” x 18”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013



Title : Bull - 81, Size : 30” x 48”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013

Title : Bull - 80, Size : 36” x 36”, Media : Oil on canvas, Year : 2013



Solo Exhibition:    
2010 ‘Invisible Greens’ Karnataka Chitra Kala Parishat Bangalore  

[Show organized by Galerie Sara Arakkal Bangalore] 
2011 ‘Informer’ Karnataka Chitra Kala Parishat  Bangalore  
2011 ndian Art Festival Nehru Centre Mumbai   
2012 Art Bangalore Contemporary Art Festival in UB City Bangalore 
2013 Art Bangalore Contemporary Art Festival in UB City Bangalore 
2013 ‘THE BULL AN  AESTHETICS  OF  ANXIETY’ 

Paintings & Drawings Karnataka Chitra Kala Parishat Bangalore 

Group Exhibition:         
2000 Landscape Exhibition Mysore 
2001 Hampi Landscape Exihition Mysore 
2001 Kannada Sahithya Sammelana Art Exhibition Tumkur   
2002 Treditional Exhibition Mysore 2003 - Etchin  Exibition Mysore 
2003 7th Karanataka Kalamela Bangalore                                       
2003 2009 - Bangalore Chitra Santhe Art Exhibition  
2004 33th Karnataka LalitaKala academy Art Exhibition  
2004 Camel 6th southern Art Exhibition   
2004 Kinnala Exhibition Mysore                                             
2005 Dasara Art Exhibition Mysore                                        
2005 ABVP Art Exhibition Mysore   
2006 Suvarana Karanataka Art Exhibition Bangalore 
2008 38th Karnataka LalitaKala academy  Art Exhibition  
2009 Painting Exhibition Pratima's Art Gallery Bangalore       
2009 Muddushree Utsava painting Exhibition Bangalore             
2010 Art Bangalore in UB City Bangalore                                              
2010 Birla Academy Art Exhibition kolkata  
2010 OPC Habitat Centre Art Exhibition Delhi  
2010 Camel 12th Southern Region Art Exhibition Hyderabad 
2011 veda art Gallery Bangalore 
2011 Karnataka Chitra Kala Parishat  Bangalore  
2012 Paalam Art Mela Show organized by Prakrit Art Gallery Chennai 
2012 Karnataka Chitra Kala Parishat  Bangalore 
2012 Painting Exhibition Mandya 
2012 United Art Fair New Delhi 
2012 Drawing Exhibition aFORHD Art Gallery Bangalore  

Art Camp: 
2001 Landscape Camp Hampi   
2002 Painting Camp Somanathapura  
2002 Treditional Camp Mysore  
2003 Life Camp Beechanahally  
2003 Graphic Etching Camp Mysore  
2004 Kinnala Camp Mysore  
2006 Life & Landscape Camp Mysore  
2009 Muddushree Utsava painting Camp Bangalore  
2009 Bangalore Art Foundztion Artist  Camp Bangalore  
2010 Baandhavya  Painting Camp Bangalore  
2011 Magma  Painting Wrokshop Bangalore  
2011 Karnataka LalitaKala Academy  Painting Camp Chikkamanglore 
2012 Paalam Art Mela Painting Wrokshop organized 

by Prakrit Art Gallery, Chennai 
2012 Karnataka LalitaKala Academy  Painting Camp Gadag 
2012 Painting Camp Mandya 
2013 Painting Camp ‘Vin’scent Art Gallery Bangalore  

Collections:                 
Private Collections in India , Singapore, Dubai  & USA   

I Live and Work in Bangaluru, India

Sujith Kumar G. S. Mandya 
1984 in Karnataka

Qualification: 
A. M. [Art master] & G. D.  in Drawing  
& Painting, Shree Kala Niketana  
School of Art, Mysore [2000 to 2006]   





Studio Address : # 20, 3rd Floor, Shridhar Reddy Building, Krishna Reddy Layout, (Near KHP Surya City) Banahalli, Chandapura Post, Bangalore - 560081, INDIA
Home Address : #236/5, C/o Subhramanyam, Rajeshwari Nilaya, 3rd Floor, Near Yellamma Temple, Banahalli Road, Chandapura Post, Bangalore - 560081, 

Email: sujithartist@gmail.com, skgsmartist@gmail.com, savi3sgallery@gmail.com
Website : www.sujithkumargsmandya.com   |   Mobile : +91 9611038383 or +91 9916214526

INDIA


